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	Q. Please state your name, title, and business address.
	Q. Please describe your professional background.
	Q. Do you have any experience in developing power supplies for wholesale customers?
	Q. On whose behalf are you testifying?
	Q. What is the purpose of your testimony?
	Q. Please summarize your testimony.
	Q. Do you expect either of MEC’s other full requirements pools to also choose to participate in Grain Belt’s delivery of renewable energy to Missouri?
	A. MEC’s Mid-Missouri Municipal Power Energy Pool (“MMMPEP”) may consider the opportunity to participate because of its proximity to AECI from which it could take some of the renewable energy that I understand Grain Belt will now inject into that node...
	Q. What did MEC do to replace MoPEP’s Illinois Power Marketing (“IPM”) contract that, according to your testimony in the previous case, was to expire in 2021?
	Q. Given that more expensive resources have been acquired to temporarily fill MoPEP’s needs until Grain Belt is fully operational, who must pay the difference in cost?
	Q. When Grain Belt is fully operational, how will the expected cost savings be reflected to the MoPEP member cities?
	Q. Have Missouri cities demonstrated a desire for renewable energy?
	Q. When did the MoPEP begin to offer a renewable product for its wholesale members?
	Q. What is that product?
	Q. Did the MoPEP members have difficulty in providing that product in a retail form to the members’ retail customers?
	Q. Do the MoPEP members have a desire for additional renewable resources that are more affordable than current options?
	Q. Do you expect industrial retail customers will want additional renewable energy in the future?
	Q. Does Grain Belt’s request to amend its CCN promote the public interest?
	Q. What Missouri nodes did MEC designate for the TEA study and what is the significance of each?
	A. Slide 3 of Schedule JG-14 shows the nodes MEC designated for TEA’s study.  AMMO.MOBCTG1 is a high voltage connector, and thus an existing price node, near the city of Centralia and the new location of the Grain Belt converter station.  AMMO.PENOCTG...
	Q. What is the time period covered by the TEA study and why?
	A. MEC directed TEA to study the effect of the Grain Belt Amended Project on LMPs at the designated nodes for the year 2028, the anticipated first full year of Grain Belt’s operation, as compared to a “business as usual” scenario that did not include ...
	Q. You’ve already told us that LMP is an acronym for “locational marginal price” – would you explain what the locational marginal price is?
	A. In everyday terms, the LMP is the price that reflects the cost of supplying electricity at a particular time at a particular point on the power grid, taking into account the cost of generation, transmission losses and congestion.
	Q. What did you conclude about the effect of the Amended Grain Belt Project on the LMPs relevant to MEC?
	Q. Does this conclude your pre-filed rebuttal testimony in this case?



